Creation			Act One		Psalm 8
Creation as Act One of five is clearly setting the terms of beginning. And the key Biblical basis is the book that begins with the words “In the Beginning”. Since a doctrine of creation will certainly range far beyond the book of Genesis – for it is present in all the sections of our Scriptures, Law, Writings, Prophets and New Testament – it is nevertheless Genesis which has tended to attract most attention, negatively as well as positively. What I attempt here is not a close study of the text of Genesis 1-2 (we are doing that separately, on a Tuesday morning!) but rather a fairly brief overview of how the beginning of the all that the Scriptures witness to is a good place to start. If you hear there an allusion to “Doh-re-mi” (“Let’s start at the very beginning”), bear with it patiently. A beginning is significant because after the beginning something else comes. Just as there can develop variants on the back of the building-blocks of song (Doh-re-mi) and of literacy (ABC), so what we may say about the beginnings of God and our world is not the last word.
When modern approaches to science and history have such a ready hearing in today’s world, there are always going to be questions about the doctrine of creation. We do well therefore to be clear to appreciate that good answers will come from good questions. Some of the questions posed around, or at, the Genesis texts for instance are just not very good questions. By that I mean we do well to keep an element of humility and respect for those who have gone before us. That is as true for the work of the historian and the scientist as it is for the theologian. It is not our job to deal out blame or ridicule on understandings we might nowadays dismiss, just as we might be wary that in time our present state of knowledge might be regarded as primitive and ill-informed. (As an example, consider how people ask, what about the dinosaurs not getting a mention in Genesis? As a retort to such a bad question, the retort might be, which dinosaurs? There have been considerable shifts in the state of knowledge concerning dinosaurs even in my lifetime!)  Therefore at least part of our task is, as well as thinking about what we might like to know as twenty-first century people, to allow ourselves to enter into serious dialogue with perspectives of different ages and sets of assumptions. What might have been their questions which might have continuing resonance for us? And if the Bible is going to help us with our faith, which questions help us to discern how God has spoken and continues to speak to us and our world?
Enough of general introduction. Let me name three questions which I think Act One being creation will help us with. Where have we come from? Why are we here? What all is out there? Biblically, an appreciation of creation moves us towards the praise of God (cf. for example, Psalms 24.1, 89.11, 95.3-5, 100.3) and grounds hope (cf. Isaiah 43.1, 46.4, 48.12-13; Romans 8. 18-25). It takes us into an arena of action which is not ours (cf. Job 36-39) and almost by definition exceeding the scope of human imagination (cf. ?Romans          ). And therefore, as many mystics have borne witness, we may love creation more by looking around us than by only (our efforts at) looking back.
Where have we come from? Why are we here? What all is out there? As I hold back today from close Bible study of any particular texts, I offer the thought that there are two large aspects to the creation story. The first, classically, has been described as “creatio ex nihilo”. Literally meaning “creation out of nothing”, this aspect allows discourse and reflection on God being the creator and, closely related, that creation is an activity of God. On the latter, it is more than a linguistic nicety that in Hebrew the verb bara we translate as “create” is used only with God as the subject. Dwell on the narrative of Genesis 1, and/or compare it  with similar but different creation narratives from the ancient Near East, and the emphasis on it being God who does the creating is very striking. Some other texts where bara is the verb all but spell out the distinctiveness of what is being talked about – cf. Exodus 34.10, Numbers 16.30, Psalm 51.10). Though we rightly appreciate the notion and practice of human creativity, it is on a different plane. Even those who are potentially slated for trying to play God with their science are working with as it were given materials or chains of causation. When we speak about God creating, we are saying that something has been made out of nothing. There was no necessity for God to create; it was an action of grace.  That said, our enquiry of course then moves to who is this God who creates. That precisely is the question for which the Bible will be a source of revelation. And as far as we go – why we are here and how anything beyond the end of my nose connects to me – there are many worse avenues to go down than the one which has its beginning and end in God.
The second large aspect of the creation story is, classically, creatio continua. If the first aspect loads a positive slant on the reality that there is nothing behind God, nothing before God, nothing to which God is beholden (P.S. don’t ask “who made God” – not least nowadays taking into account Stephen Hawking’s argument for the meaninglessness of any question about what there was before the Big Bang), this second aspect encourages a positive valuing of creation as work in progress, and not something just a very long time ago. Perhaps evidence for an expanding universe might be a helpful parallel in terms of opening up our imagination here; also as a modern stimulus to theology, especially since Darwin, is the theory of evolution. Whether with science or without it, biblically creation “continuing” opens up discourse and reflection on God being not a God who simply set the thing in motion and then sat back. Note that we might still say that God set things in motion, cf. Genesis 1.11, 20, 24), but this is not the only thing we say and believe. God continues to “speak” after the “first” week. The power of the Creator is not exhausted. As indeed will be explored again in Act Five, we await a new heavens and a new earth.
And so Act One is about God creating out of nothing and ourselves being on this world which was created. Let not the stories which tell only of flying dust and stars being born exclude a story which is less interested in how but very interested in what we on this rather unique planet Earth have to say for ourselves. Let not the stories which chart the movements of continents and the extinction and evolution of species block out a story which is framed to focus in on the human being in full potential for good and evil (P.S. The Genesis Enigma by Andrew Parker has interesting things to say about what accuracies compatible with modern science there are in Genesis 1, just as many other impressive theologians and scientists in our own times have by no means agreed that science undermines faith). And aside from the so-called natural world, with an eye to what goes on around us just in terms of human behaviour, let not the capacity of the philosopher or tyrant silence a story which insists that God is very much alive and able to intervene. Providence may be no easier to get our heads around than creation, but that does not write it off. 
And so we uphold creation as the beginning, the first act so to speak. It may or may not be the part of the story where faith comes to birth. Whatever the case, I repeat: the Bible has still more to say.  


